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Well, I think I have finally decided
what I want to do with the front
cover. The back cover was easy;
you have to leave a big space for
the postal permit and the address
label, and someone will always
want a back-cover half-page ad, so
there are not many options left. And then
the government has all these regulations
about the size of the label, where it has to
go, and what kind of typeface it has to
have. That takes care of the back page,
and I guess that’s all right, because the
back page is usually the first thing you, the
reader, gets to see if the person who deliv-
ers the mail to your desk throws it on the
desk with the mail label side up. It’s
always nice to see your own name on your
desk first thing in the morning; that way,
you know you’re in the right place.

Now, the front cover is a whole other
story. First, you can forget about ad space,
because they tell me it is gauche to put ads
on the front page; only the Toonerville
Gazette is dumb enough to do that. And
our name, “The Wall Journal”, doesn’t take
up much space at the top of the page (in
the publishing business, they call that the
“Nameplate” or the “Banner”). I call it the
answer to the question, “What’s the name
of your paper, Bud?”

That leaves pretty much the whole front
page to worry about. Well, one thing I
always like to see first is what’s in the
paper today? Who knows? I may not
even want to read the dadburned thing. It
takes a lot more to catch my attention than
it used to. I like pictures. I don’t have
much time for reading the small print. I
want a few fast pictures to give me some
idea of if I want to read this. So, I figured a
column or a space at the bottom of the

page showing what’s “In This
Issue” with some pictures would be
a grabber.

Now, that still left a lot of white
space on the page. What to do?
Well, for the same reasons as the
first column, the obvious choice

was: pictures. Front page articles may be
nice, but they need headlines like “Huge
Sinkhole Swallows 1-95 Traffic” if you want
to get someone to read the front page. You
have to stop them cold before they have a
chance to thumb idly through, looking for
the goodies.

And logically enough, if a picture is
good, a bigger picture would be better, and
the biggest picture would be best. So, I
dug down deep in my Florida file and I
found an aerial photo of one of the Fanwall
noise barriers erected on 1-95 in North
Miami in 1987-88 (these walls are includ-
ed in Win Lindeman’s “Florida Noise
Barrier Status Report” which was con-
densed in our Issue No. 7).

This photo does a lot of story-telling. Just
a few of its components: (1) It shows an
existing, heavily-traveled highway; (2) It
shows HOV lanes under construction on
both sides; (3) It shows the noise barrier
erected right up to the right-of-way line
and (4) It shows that the wall’s usual zig-
zag layout was utilized to save as many
trees as possible. [Maybe we can get Win
to write that story for us one of these days).

This is the kind of photo we would like to
feature on the front page of every issue.
The photo should convey a sense of the
barrier’s place in the community, the kind
of transportation noise it is attenuating, and
its construction and aesthetics characteris-
tics. We look forward to publishing your
photos and reports. ~
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Press Retease...June 1993
Silver Spring, MD.

Scantek, Inc. announces a breakthrough
in graphic level recorders: The LR-06
Level Recorder from RION Company has
capability as level recorder, data-logger
and interface. The small and rugged unit
is powered by AC or rechargeable or
automobile batteries. The data stored on
the PCMCIA 1MB memory card are
instantaneous level data. The sampling
rate for digital conversion depends on the
paper speed. The unique recorder has a
sample rate/recording time fixed at one
roll of paper so that one roll is equivalent
to the memory in one card. The slowest is
1 U.Os, the fastest is .003s. Data can be
compressed or expanded to allow replay
of long-term data in a short time.

Input is from almost all sound and
vibration meters and from memory cards.
Controllable from RS-232 interface. Has
time and date stamp and true RMS “slow”
and “fast” among others.

For further information, call or write
Richard J. Peppin, P.E., President,

Scantek, Inc., 91 6 Gist Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20910.

Tel: 301 495-7738
Fax: 301-495-7739.
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NCHRP-IDEA seeks to introduce
new technologies, methods or process-
es for application to highways and
intermodal surface transportation
through the development and testing of
nontraditional and innovative con-
cepts, including application of those
from other technology sectors that
have not yet been tested in the high-
way sector. NCHRP-IDEA will consid-
er deserving innovations in any tech-
nology area for highway and inter-
modal surface transportation systems.
Technology emphasis areas for the first
2-year project cycle from October
1992 to September 1994 are identified
in this solicitation.

Investigators wishing to participate in
the IDEA program are required to sub-

mit to NCHRP-IDEA a three-page con-
cept proposal describing the innova-
tion proposed for investigation and the
potential impact of the innovation on
current practice in accordance with
the guidelines described in this project
announcement. NCHRP-IDEA will
review the concept proposal and, if it
is found appropriate and promising,
will invite the proposer to submit a
more detailed proposal. The two-step
proposal preparation process is
designed to permit guidance and feed-
back from TRB on appropriate con-
cepts before the detailed proposal is
prepared. All IDEA awards are fixed-
price contracts not to exceed $1 00,000
and must be completed within 12
months.

1. Engineering and scientific innova-
tions that offer significant promise for
developing into usable and cost-effec-
tive technologies, processes or prod-
ucts.

2. High-risk but credible technical
concepts that offer potential for signifi-
cant technological breakthroughs and
large payoffs.

3. New concepts that offer the
potential for advancing the state-of-
the-art highway and intermodal surface
transportation technologies or those
that may emerge into new technology
areas for highway application.

(Continued next Page)

Build it and forget it. It’s that design,when testedand corn- Thesuperiordurability andbeauty
simpleI Your Fence-Crete wall paredto regularprecastconcrete, of Fence-Creteis only surpassed
systemmaintainsits structuralin-
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passesASTM C-672 salt scaling
testandresultsin:

by its economicalprice. Add value
to any constructionprojectfrom I

precastconcretewall system,
Fence-Creteoffers multiplecolors

U negligiblechloride
& waterpermeability

highway soundbarrier installa-
tionsandmunicipalbeautification

3515 KingsHighway, Downing-town, PA

19335,(215)2694685,12151 873-8431FAX

andtextures,is fireproof, impervi-
ous to ultra-violet light rays and
provideshigh security. Our spe-
cially developedmicrosilica mix

U increasedchemicalresistance
U increasedfreeze/thawresistance
U increasedabrasionresistance
U greatercolor consistency.

tofacilities screeningandsecurity
walls. Call for more information
abouta maintenance-freeFence-
Cretesystemtoday.

J~
CONCRETEPRODUCTS

Wanted — NewTechnologiesand Conceptsfor the
HighwaysandIntermodalSystemsof theFuture

The National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP), which is
managed by the Transportation Research Board (TRB) and funded by the FHWA,
state highway agencies and AASI—ITO, has a new “IDEA” — A program for
Innovations Deserving Exploratory Analysis.

IDEA concepts will be characterized
by one or more of the following fea-
tu res:

THERE’S NOTHING LIKE
FENCE-CRETE
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Wanted — New Technologies,from page 4
4. Advanced concepts and products

developed for other engineering appli-
cations but not as yet tested or applied
to highway practice.

5. Advanced technologies tested or
used in overseas practice but as yet not
tested or proven useful in U.S. prac-
tice.

Feasibility Phase (Type I)
An IDEA investigation in the feasibil-

ity phase (Type I) would generally be
an evaluation of an innovative techni-
cal concept for which adequate knowl-
edge, technical information, or data
are not currently available to ascertain
its feasibility. The purpose of the Type
I investigation is to determine the sci-
entific and technical validity of the
concept through appropriate small or
bench scale experimentation and/or
analytical verification. The results
should demonstrate proof of concept
for (1) subsequent design and fabrica-
tion of a prototype to perform field
scale experimentation or (2) develop-
ment of guidelines for the application

of a new method, process or technob-
gy to practice.

Advance TestingPhase (Type II)
NCHRP-IDEA will consider a Type II

investigation to perform larger scale or
field testing of deserving and feasible
IDEA concepts. Concepts proven fea-
sible by Type I investigations or inno-
vations developed and tested from out-
side the NCHRP-IDEA project are eligi-
ble for Type II proposals. These
include testing of new technological
developments from overseas and other
industrial technologies, such as from
the aerospace and computer and infor-
mation technology sectors.

Products that are currently available,
marketed, used, or tested for U.S. high-
way application are not eligible for
investigation.

A typical Type II investigation would
consist of developing prototypes of
proven innovations, evaluating the
product under actual or simulated
highway operating conditions, and
estimating the efficacy of the product

for highway application. The results of
a Type II investigation should provide
adequate information on the cost effec-
tiveness and potential application or
acceptance of the product to practice.

Budget and Duration
The IDEA award amount, not to

exceed $100,000, will be based on the
technical tasks required. All IDEA
investigations must be completed with-
in 12 months. Cost sharing is recom-
mended but is not a requirement for
Type I proposals. Substantial cost
sharing is a requirement for all IDEA
Type II proposals.

If you would like more information
on applying for the IDEA program, give
me a call at (609) 530-2834. $

Domenick Billera is Manager, Air
and Noise Section, Division of Project
Development, New Jersey Department
of Transportation, 1035 Parkway Ave.,
CN600, Trenton, NJ 08625.

Manufacturing licenses are available in selected geographic
locations. We cooperate in materials research, process
technologies, product and application development, design
and engineering, and international marketing and sales.

Phone, fax or write for full details.

DURISOL INTERNATIONAL CORP.
95 Frid Street, Hamilton, Ontario L8P 4M3, Canada

Tel. 416-521-0999 • Fax 416-521-8658
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Do your work faster and more
accuratelywith RTA’s proven acousti-
cal software.

Environmental Noise Model
(ENM) is world-class.Now, the new
WINDOWS version is even more so.

Individuallydefinednoisesources,
groundeffects,topography,wind and
temperaturegradients,andbarriersare
all input on spreadsheets.Predictions
includecontourmapsand rank
orderingof noisesources.

Also available aredBbox for fast
computingin acoustics,includingSTC,
TL and 110. And dBray for model-
ing acousticalpathsin rooms.All
operateon IBM compatibles.

Be time- andvalue-conscious.

Call today.

SCANTEK INC.
916 Gist Avenue

Silver Spring, MD 20910
Tel: (301) 495-7738 . FAX -7739

~L

With more than 50 years of proven performance in the manufac-
ture of products for building construction and highway traffic
noise abatement, DURISOL has been established as a world
leader of quality construction systems at competitive prices. Our
clients are serviced from manufacturing plants in the 14 countries
listed at right.

World Headciuarters
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Interstate 476 in Pennsylvania is an
unusual highway. Its 35 years in the
making have had more twists and turns
than the highway itself. It is the most
environmentally-sensitive expressway
ever built by the Pennsylvania
Department of Transportation. The co-
existence of man, nature and the auto-
mobile is reflected in the many miles
and varied design of the noise walls
and in the extensive landscaping
which has been planted throughout the
project. Even more so, it is reflected in
the creation of approximately 11
acres of new wetlands and the
enhancement or restoration of
approximately 22 acres of existing
wetlands which countless birds,
waterfowl and small animals now
call home.

The highway’s origins can be traced
as far back as 1929 when planners first
recognized the need for a north-south
expressway through the middle of
Delaware County. But the journey
really began in 1956 when the concept
of a “mid-county” expressway was
included in the U.S. Interstate and
Defense Highway System which was

just beginning to take shape. Four
years later, the State Department of
Highways (now the Department of
Transportation) had prepared a prelim-
inary plan to build a six-lane, 21.5-
mile “mid-county” expressway con-
necting 1-95 in Ridley Township,
Delaware County, with the
Pennsylvania Turnpike (1-276) and its
Northeast Extension (PA 9) in
Plymouth Township, Montgomery
County. The new road was given the
designation 1-476.

The plan was presented at a public
hearing in January, 1961 at which four
proposed alignments were discussed.
The alignments were outlined in red,
yellow, green and blue on a large map
of the region. The one colored blue
was the most preferred, hence the
name “Blue Route”. But it was not a
unanimous choice; opposition to

building any highway had been evi-
dent at the meeting.

The “Blue Route” was estimated to
cost $50 million and construction
began in July 1967 on a 2.5-mile sec-
tion from approximately Darby Road
in Haverford Township to where
Tower Road now exists in Radnor
Township. The section was completed
in October 1 969, the same year the
National Environmental Policy Act was
passed.

Five more sections of 1-476 between
Upper Merion Township and Plymouth
Township in Montgomery County were
started between 1970 and 1974. By
1978, almost nine miles of the high-
way had been built, but only three
miles were opened to traffic in January
1979. During those eight years of con-
struction, opponents of the highway
had found a way to try to stop the pro-
ject.

Using the 1969 environmental act, a
citizens’ group successfully sued in
1974 to force additional environmental
studies, and in the interim all design
and new construction were halted.
The legal battle had begun.

The battle continued for 11 years,
effectively stopping further construc-
tion until 1985 when the U.S. District
Court denied an appeal to prevent
resumption of work while plaintiffs
challenged the process by which the
Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement (SEIS) had been approved.
The SEIS had been done to fine-tune
the redesign of 1-476 in order to make

— it more environmentally sensitive.
In December 1985 a ground-

breaking ceremony was held to cel-
ebrate the start of work on the I-
95/MacDade Boulevard
Interchange in Ridley Township.

~ Still more lawsuits followed, this
time centered around the need for the
Department to acquire a “Section 404
Permit” from the Army Corps of
Engineers in order to build in wetland
areas.

While the lawsuits made their way
through the legal system, the
Department was able to resume work
on the expressway in February 1988

The Making of PennDOT’s ‘Blue Route’, 1-476
A Thirty-Five Year Journey, Including 11 Years in the Courts

“the mostenvironmentally-sensitive
expresswayeverbuilt by the
PennsylvaniaDepartmentof

Transportation.”
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and had all six of the remaining sec-
tions under construction by July.

The litigation officially ended May 1,
1990 when the U.S. District Court
issued its order effectively dismissing
all cases. The 35-year journey of one
of America’s last interstate highways to
be built was almost over. 1-476 was a
little more than a year and a half away
from completion. Total construction
cost....$581 .3 million.

Noise Barriers Account
for $34 Million of
Total Construction Cost

The 25.9-mile long 1-476 (The Blue
Route) has a total of 21.9 miles of
noise barriers. Seven and one-half
miles of roadway have noise barriers
on both sides of the highway. There
are 1 ,440,000 square feet of noise bar-
riers at an average installed price of
$23.67 for a total cost of $34,080,880.

The majority of the ground-mounted
barriers are constructed of precast con-
crete panels with precast concrete
posts. Generally, the color and texture
of the posts matches that of the adja-
cent panels. Structure-mounted noise
barriers are predominantly precast
concrete panels which are attached
directly (without posts) to the outside
face of the structures’ parapets.

The textures chosen by the citizens
for the community sides of the noise
barriers were light exposed aggregate,
dark exposed aggregate, and several
types of textures created with formlin-
ers (grapestakes, horizontal planking
and simulated stone).

One noise barriers has steel posts
with concrete panels, one is construct-
ed in an undulating pattern without
posts (“Fanwall”), and two barriers are
experimental “Evergreen” retaining
wall/noise barrier systems, consisting
of precast concrete elements which are
stacked, filled with soil and planted.

In instances where sound-absorption
is required on the highway side of the
noise barrier, such is obtained with a
“Durisol” sound-absorptive face on a
precast concrete panel. The Durisol
has a ribbed formliner texture and
earth-tone color.

For the noise barrier surfaces having

Blue and beige 8’ x 10’ pre-
cast concrete panels adorn
bridges in the Radnor
Township area, The panels
depict the Township seal,
which incorporates a tree, a
Conestoga wagon, a wheat
sheaf, a lion, railroad tracks
and a griffin. The Sound Zero
panels not only provide abate-
ment from the highway noise
but also offer an interesting
and aesthetic “face” to the
community.

the formliner textures, a variety of
earth tone colors were selected by the
various neighborhood groups. With
the exception of the simulated stone
and the Durisol surfaces, colors are
obtained by the use of a pigmented
three-coat urethane anti-graffiti coating
system.

The simulated stone texture has its
color integral with the concrete and

The Wall Journal —July/August 1993

has an applied clear anti-graffiti coat-
ing. The Durisol surface have an earth
tone color accomplished by applica-
tion of a penetrating stain, since appli-
cation of the urethane coating would
negate the absorptive qualities of the
surface. All exposed aggregate sur-
faces receive the clear anti-graffiti
coating system. U

The Blue Route (More on page 12)

Noise Barriers being installed in the early
phases of road construction. The hilly ter-
rain is fairly typical of the area, which has

affected construction cost.
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By Karl Mezgailis

The Gore Hill Freeway is a 3.1km
section of roadway which passes
through Sydney’s lower North Shore
and carries traffic between the centre
of Sydney and the North and North
West sectors (see Figure 1). The build-
ing of freeways in an urban area such
as this requires care to minimise the
effect on the environment.

Two critical features of the finished
roadway are the landscape and noise
barrier designs. The Roads and Traffic
Authority (RTA) of New South Wales
used its own landscape designers, in
conjunction with consultants Land
Systems EBC for the landscape design
and, a first for the Authority, an
artist/architect Richard Goodwin, for
artistic ideas and designs for the noise
walls. Working collaboratively with
the Project Management Team of
Major Projects in its Sydney Region,
led by Mr. Ray Brown, an integrated
Landscape/Noise Barrier System was
produced which marries engineering
with art.

A panel 3.8m high and 7m long was
chosen by the artist once the acoustic
height was set. This rectangular shape
accentuates the sense of architecture

and wall over the more common
notion of a panel. The relief motif
chosen for the panels is a representa-
tion of the local area including the
freeway. The Gore Hill Walls attempt
to make significant architecture out of
the necessity for noise attenuation (see
photos nextpage).

The builders of walls, Obnova on cut
and fill, and James Hardy Pty. Ltd. on

viaducts, have done an excellent job in
reproducing the wall designs. The
attention to detail was found to be very
important, particularly the truss and
support detail on the viaducts.

The proposal was assessed against
the RTA Noise Level Criteria at the
time of construction, 63dBA L10 (18
hours) and SSdBA Leq night-time
between 10pm and 6am. Future noise
predictions were undertaken by
Environmental Planning Section of the
RTA using the UK CORTN method
(with variations for local conditions)
calibrated for anticipated traffic pat-
terns and by acoustic consultants using
the FHWA method. This acoustic
analysis gave an overall barrier mini-
mum height of 3.8m. Noise attenua-
tion measures, in addition to 3.8 metre
walls on the viaduct, included walls on
cutting, earth mounding up to 6m high
and “quiet” open-graded asphalt sur-
facing for the full length.

Before and after noise measurement
studies have been undertaken and
indicate that the noise attenuation
measures are clearly effective. The
noise levels meet the Noise Level
Objectives for new roads in the RTA’s
recently released Interim Traffic Noise
Policy for ‘daytime’ and ‘night-time’

Gore Hill Freeway: Sydney, Australia
Keeping Australia Beautiful Council Award

- The Roads and Traffic Authority decided that it was important to use indigenous
plants in the landscape design, and engaged Willoughby City Council to collect
seeds from native trees in the area prior to construction start of the roadway. The
70,000 trees and shrubs which have been planted represent 50 times the number
removed for construction, and create a pocket of the type of planting that was
once widespread in the area. The prominent species used were Sydney redgum,
banksia, blackbutt turpentine, casurina native kangaroo grass and ferns. All land-
scape areas are mulched with 100mm of hardwood mulch. The final landscape
created should be ecologically sustainable and relatively maintenance free.

Precast concrete noise barrier panels with bas-relief designs originated by a
famed local architect and used in many structures in the area are used to help
establish a historical perspective to the walls.
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Gore Hill Freeway, from page 8
noise. These are 6OdBA Leq (24 hours)
and 55dBA Leq (night-time) between
1 Opm and 6am, together with restrict-
ing noise level rises to 1 2dBA.

During the design, development and
construction of the project, information
flow to the community was maintained
by the preparation of an Environmental
Impact Statement, local workshops,
open days and progress brochures.

By way of recognition of the creation
of a roadscape which should be eco-
logically sustainable, which inter-
twines landscape with roadway and
which minimises the effect on the
acoustic environment, the project won
the Keeping Australia Beautiful
Council “1992 Vision for Australia
Award”.

Karl Mezgailis is
Manager, Research
Development and
Noise, in the Technical
Services Directorate of
the Roads and Traffic
Authority of New South
Wales, Australia. He

may be contacted by phone at 6 1-2-662
5125, by fax at 61-2-662 5215, and by
mail at the Roads and Traffic Authority of
NSW, GPO Box 28, Sydney, NSW 2001,
Australia. U

At right: I. ighiweight
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mapping and enc apsu-
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design.

Technical superiority and demonstratedeconomy..
The Reinforced Earth Company is a leader in pre-
engineered constructionsystems for transportation
and other civil engineering applications.

Retaining Walls
• Bridge Abutments
$ GeotechnicalFabrics

The Reinforced Earth Company
8614 Westwood Center Drive, Suite 1100

Vienna,Virginia 22182
Tel 703 821-1175 Fax 703 821-1815

....

Write, fax or telephone for additional infor-
mation on our Durisol Sound-Absorptive noise
barrier systems. Specifications are available on
request.

reinforced earth

The Reinforced Earth Company, with offices in
26 countries worldwide, isthe exclusive manufac-
turer and distributor for DURISOL and FANWALL
NOISE BARRIERS in the United States.

Atlanta • Boston• San Francisco• Chicago• Dallas • Denver• Missouri • Nashville • Orlando• British Columbia
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THE PROGRAM OF PROFESSIONAL PAPERS
Presented at the TRB Al F04 Committee Summer Meeting in Berkeley, California, July 11-14, 1993

The Summer Meeting of the TRB Committee on Transportation- t
Related Noise and Vibration was hosted this year by acoustical
consultants Wilson, Ihrig & Associates, Inc. of Oakland. Listed
below are the professional presentations which were made at the
conference. Summaries of each of these papers will be published
in subsequent issues of The Wall Journal.

9’

Managing the Flood of Data in Airport Noise Monitoring
Systems,by Dan Ingold and Mark Karmelich, The Flood Group;
and Paul Dunholter, Mestre Greve Associates

LaGuardia Airport Ground-Noise Abatement Study, by
Douglas E. Barrett, Harris Miller Miller & Hanson, Inc.

Comparison of INM and NOISEMAP Results, by
Ara Gharabegian, Engineering-Science, Inc.

Analysis of Vibration and Acoustics UsingVAPEPS, by
Albert Lee and Vance Anderson, Lockheed Missiles & Space

Company, Inc.

Construction Noise Control Program of a Transit Tunnel,
Portland, Oregon, by Steven Wolf, Parsons Brinckerhoff

Comparison of Rail Project Noise and Vibration Criteria;
Absolute Values vs Community Ambient Levels, by
James L. Sowell, Rail Construction Corporation

A Summary of Measured Seismic Wave Attenuation
Coefficients for Soils, by Jose C. Ortega and Hooshang
Khosrovani, Paul S. Veneklasen & Associates

Some Recent UK Examples of Building Isolation from
Railway Vibration and Structureborne Noise, by
JR. Cowell, Arup Acoustics (London)

Prediction of Rail Transit Groundborne Noise and
Vibration, by Steven L. Wolfe, Wilson, lhrig & Associates

Computer Models for the Analysis of Vehicle/Guideway
Vibration Problems, by Magdy El-Sibaie, Association of
American Railroads (Chicago Technical Center), and John F.
Leary, Association of American Railroads (Pueblo, Colorado
Transportation Test Center)

Identification and Analysis of Noise Radiated from a Light
Rail Vehicle, by James B. Steedman, Navcon Engineering

Network, and William G. Halvorsen, Halverson Associates, Inc.

Noise and Vibration of BART A- and B-Cars, by

Jason Mickelwright, PGH Wong Engineering/Booz, Allen &
Hamilton, Inc.

Railroad Track Noise and Vibration Impact Study and
Soundwall Design, by Sean K. Bui, Amir Yazdanniyaz and Hal

Amick, Acentech, Inc.

Study of a Noise Barrier Made of Reclaimed Tire Rubber
Structural Sandwich, by Indu B. Mishra, Kanan Associates, Inc.
and Pedro Albrecht, University of Maryland

Measuring Excess Attenuation of Traffic Noise Due to
Ground Effects, or: In Search of The Elusive Alpha, by
Rudy Hendriks, California Department of Transportation

A Brief Case Study: Traffic Noise Attenuation Across
Open Terrain for a Rural State Highway,
by Jack E. Randorff, Randorff & Associates, Inc.

Evaluation of Performance of Experimental Highway
Noise Barriers, by Gregg G. Fleming, Volpe National
Transportation Systems Center

Elevated Highways and Sound Level Limits, by
Alexander Segal, County of San Diego

Determination of the Leq of a Vehicle from Its Acoustic
Signature, by Jean-Francois Hamet, Inrets MMA(France)

Long Range Sound Propagation in a Suburban
Environment Under the Presence of an Inversion: A Case
Study, by Pablo A. Daroux, Wilson, lhrig & Associates, Inc.

Field Trips and Technical Tours

1. Visit to construction site of BART Extension and
fuIl~scalemock-up of a floating slab trackbed

2. Tourof Oakland and San Francisco Airport noise
monitoring facilities; visit to nearby homes retrofitted for
noise

3. Tour Contra Costa County Interstate 680 corridor
to discuss outcry over the construction of 10 miles of
sound barrier waIls

4. Tour of Lockheed Missiles & Space Company
Acoustic Test Facilities
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The Blue Route, from page 7

Attend the nation’s longest-running

highway noiseanalysis seminar.
ChoosefromApril orOctoberweek-longsessionsattheUniversityof Louisville’s Shelby
Campus,featuringstate-of-the-artcomputersandeconomicalcampushousing.

‘ Benefitfrom theexpertiseof Drs. Lou CohnandAl Harris,leadingprofessionalswho
havetrainedover500highwaynoisespecialists,includingrepresentativesfrom over
30 statehighwaydepartments.

Learnthelatestdevelopmentsin noiseanalysis,barrierdesign,andnoiseprediction
softwarethrough curriculum designedto suit both beginning and experienced
students.

r UseandreceiveNOISE, thepowerful,menu-drivensoftwarepackagewith analysis
capabilitiesnot found in anyotherpackage.Over40 statesarecurrently usingthis
softwarethatfeatures:

enhancedFHWA STAMINA 2.0 with provenaccuracyandthe ability to generate
Leq contours;
enhancedFHWA OPTIMA, amenu-drivenprogramthat eliminatesthe needfor
awkwardE/C analysis,showsresultsimmediatelyon asplit screen,andmaintains
usercostdata;

AutoBarandCHINA, fully automatedbarrierdesignprograms;

REBAR, the mostaccurateparallelbarrieranalysisprogramavailable;

HICNOM—for constructionnoiseprediction;

LOS, which calculatesline-of-sightbreakpointsfor all barriersegments;

PLUSfully operationalMicroStation and AutoCAD interface programs to create/edit
STAMINA inputfiles from roadwaydesignfilesortodigitize from plansheets(provided
to participantsat no additional cost)

BONUS!

ALL softwarewill be mailed immediately upon receiptof your paidregistration.

r~esoftwareandseminarmakeadifficult subjectsimple,”
—James Novak Midwest Consulting Engineers, Ch~cago,IL

Fee: $895 includescomprehensivecoursemanualandALL software
(with full technicalsupport).

Next session:October18-22,1993

Leadingthrough Ieai’nzng

[~~t Coststo Build aSuperhighway
Then

The Pennsy~vaniaTurnpike
The riginal 160 ni k’s ot Ihi I urnpikt wei e ene I to rat 1k ( ) toher, 1940. The 100—

mile Philadelphia L\lension \\ as ota ned No~enthei - 1 9’~0. the 67—mile Western
Extension In the Ohio Ii ic \~as open to tat Iii I)ec emhei, I I . Ehe Delaware iver
Extansion (33 miles ~ as opened in UI -4, and the Noithoast I xtension to Scranton (110
miles) was open to traffic tn November, 1957.

Total Length = 470 miles
Total Cost = $473,500,000.

600), $16.5 million

Forregistrationinformation,
call 502/588-6456.

For technicalinformation,
call Drs. Cohnor Harrisat 502/588-6276.

~, $4.0 million
uction Co. (PA)

~,0.8 mi., $9.7 million
neman (NJ)

Section D2, 2.1 mi,, $13.8 million
Paoli Construction Co. (PA)

Section D3T, 2.0 mi., $67.7 million
Lane Construction Corp. (CT)

Section D2N, 1.9 mi,, $1.2 million
lmbt, Inc. (PA) U
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Structure Mounted
NoiseWalls
• The problem-solving

design solution for
transportation officials
and communities.

• Light weight barriers
facilitate unprecedent-
ed convenience and
time efficiency.

• Integral safety rigging
protect communities
and traffic.

For More Information
Call 1-800-321-6275

FAX: (215) 385-7524

U SYSTEMS- Reflective.. Single and dualface
absorptive. ..Retrofit absorptive.. Patented
proprietary designs

U PERFORMANCE- Exceeds all current NRC, STC,
and performance based specifications

U MATERIALS~Naturally durable hardwoods...
Pressure-treated softwoods...
Mineral wool based products

U DESIGN - Universal post type compatibility.. Ease
of installation.. Relocatable

U AESTHETICS - Natural beauty and warmth of
timber.. .Contrast to traditional road construction
materials.. Color, texture and pattern
variety.. Transparent panels.. Clinging vegetation

U DURABILITY -Superior service life.. Available
Class A fire-rating

U SAFETY- Overpass cabling systems.. Emergency
access systems. Built-in security lighting

U INSTALLATION - Light weight. Unitized assembly
U MAINTENANCE- No paints, stains or

graffiti-resistant coatings are required

U ENVIRONMENT - Environmentally friendly.. Use of renewable and
recycled manterials. . Meets EPA standards

U SAVINGS - Cost reductions in site design, system cost, installation
and maintenance

U SERVICES - Complete design/fabrication capability

TIMBATECH LIMITED a division of CeccoTrading Co.

~ZERO
tr Alternative in

.Ioise Barrier Construction
Isboro, PA 19508 Phone: (215) 385-6797

TIMBAWALL
“Stateof theArtAestheticsandPerformance”

5205N. IronwoodRd.. Milwaukee,WI 53217 U.S.A. (414)332-8880 Fax(414)332-8683
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Author:
Roger L. Wayson, Ph.D., RE.
University of Central Florida

In this “course” we will not attempt to
become theoretical acousticians. Instead
we will concentrate on understanding the
basic concepts of sound as it relates to
receivers, propagation and sources. This
first session will start with looking at what
sound is and then concentrate on some
fundamental nomenclature.

The first question we might ask has been
around for a long time. “If a tree falls in
the forest and no one is there to hear it,
will there be a sound?” The answer of
course is no. Let’s investigate why.

Sound, as defined by Webster, is “The
sensation of hearing, produced by stimula-
tion of the auditory centers of the brain by
vibratory waves propagated through the
atmosphere or other elastic medium.” So, if
the tree falls, vibratory waves are created
and propagate through the atmosphere, but
there is no auditory center of the brain to
be stimulated if no one is there. So, the
answer is no. Consider also that the
answer would be “no” if someone were
there but deaf.

The human ear is a remarkable sensor.
From any sound source, whether it is a

pure tone from a tuning fork or the compli-
cated spectra from traffic sounds, your
sense of hearing and the concurrent
thought that occurs is an amazing process.
The human ear can hear a large range of
pressure variations and frequencies. In
fact, Baron von Helmholtz, a noted 19th
century German physiologist and physicist,
once stated that we could hear eight
octaves but only see one. It is distinguish-
ing these differences in sound that permit
us to determine what the source is and its
importance.

When you hear a sound, you decipher
the input based on at least four distinct cri-
teria: Loudness, Frequency, Duration and
Subjectivity. A discussion of each follows.

LOUDNESS
The loudness or intensity of the sound is

directly related to the amplitude of the
pressure fluctuations transmitting through a
medium, usually air. These small pressure
fluctuations around barometric pressure
(sometime called over-pressure) are travel-
ing waves of molecular energy causing a
compression and then a rarefaction of the
air (see Figure 1). The pressurefluctua-
tions in turn cause your ear drum to be
flexed and the sensation of sound occurs.

Description of the pressure fluctuations
requires more than just a simple average
since the compressions and rarefactions
would average to zero and represent
atmospheric pressure. To overcome this
difficulty, a mathematical approach called
the root-mean-square is used. First, the
pressure variance about atmospheric pres-
sure is squared, making all values positive.
Next, the average is calculated (mean).
Finally, the square root is taken to compen-
sate for the original squaring process. The
result is a useable form of measurement for

the small pressure fluctuations called the
root-mean-square pressure and abbreviated
by Prms- The intensity of sound has been
proven to be proportional to the square of

r~ ~2Vrms° V~fl1~,

The ear can sense pressure fluctuations
as low as 2 x 1 0~Newtons per square
meter which is usually considered the
threshold of hearing for a normal healthy
ear. Of course this leaves me out because I
like rock-and-roll. The ear is also capable
of sensing much greater pressure fluctua-
tions until the ear is damaged (the thresh-
old of pain is considered to be about 63
Newtons per square meter). It can be seen
that the ear can detect pressure fluctuations
changing over a range of 10,000,000!

The ear has a protective mechanism in
that it does not respond in a linear fashion.
If the ear did respond linearally, you could
not hear the very soft sounds without losing
your hearing when loud sounds occurred.
In addition, this large range of pressure
fluctuation values is hard to deal with
mathematically. To overcome these two

problems (range of pressure fluctuations
and the response of the ear), we use a man-
made unit to describe loudness called the
decibel. The decibel is usually abbreviated
by using the nomenclature dB. When the
dB is used, we no longer refer to the sound
intensity as sound pressure, but as the
sound pressure level (SPL).

The Bel, as defined, is the logarithm
(base 10) of the ratio of the measured pres-
sure fluctuations to a reference pressure
(p0), which is normally selected as the
threshold of hearing. The equivalent num-

ber of decibels would be ten times a Bel.
Mathematically:

SPL (dB) = 10 log10 (p2/p0
2).

Using simple mathematics, this could also
be written:

SPL (dB) = 10 log10 (p/p0)2

or
SPL (dB) = 20 log

10
(p/p

0
).

The use of the logarithm notonly reduces
the large range of values we must deal with
(see Figure 2), but also corresponds more
closely to the way our ears perceive sound.
The range now extends from 0 dB (thresh-
old of hearing) to about 1 30 dB (threshold
of pain).

Because dB are on a logarithmic scale,
they do not add in a linear fashion. This
means that an increase in the sound power
by a factor of two, would only result in an
increase of 3 dB. Put another way, if we
had two sources, each at 70 dB, the sum of
the two would be 73 dB. It can also be
proven that:

1 dB + 1 dB = 4 dB
This can be easily calculated mathemati-

Presented by:
The Al F04 Institute On Noise_(10 N)

Amplitude

Increasing

Air Pressure

Amplitude

Oeoreasing
_________ compressed Air

Vibrating I 1 I~
Piston of Propagaong

LoudsPeake~~I(I 11 ~ 1i~1~I
I~~—4l

Direction Wavelength ~— Tube Wall
of Movement

Rarefied Air

Figure 1
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cally using the equation:
SPLtotal = 10 log10 ~

10
SPL/10

What this equation does is changes the SPL back
to sound power, sums all the sound power
which is on a linear basis, and then changes the
total sound power back into sound pressure lev-
els, or dB.

Sometimes we just want to approximate
the total SPL and our calculators are not
handy. To overcome this non-linear prob-
lem we can use the simple chart shown in
Figure 3.

QUESTION: If all traffic parameters stay
the same, but traffic volume is doubled,
how many dB will the sound level
increase?

ANSWER: 3 dB.
QUESTION: If the traffic on a highway

were to increase by a factor of 10, and
everything else stayed the same, what is
the increase in dB?

ANSWER: 10.
Under laboratory conditions, a normal

healthy ear can determine a change in SPL
corresponding to about a 3 dB change. In
outdoor situations, a determination of
change is usually greater than 3 dB. Also,
in outdoor conditions, a change of 10 dB
(10 times the sound power) is generally
judged to be a doubling of the sound level.

This means that a significant change in traf-
fic patterns or alignment must occur for
individuals to pjgjgc3j~jydetermine a
change in sound levels.

FREQUENCY
The ear also shows an extraordinary

determination of frequency. The healthy
ear can determine sound pressure fluctua-
tions occurring from about 20 times a sec-
ond to 20,000 times a second. These
occurrences per second (cycles per second)
have the unit of Hertz (Hz). The Hz is a
measure of the cycles per second , or fre-
quency, of the sound wave.

The normal, healthy ear can hear from

about 20 to 20,000 Hz. It is the frequency
that provides the tonal quality to sound. A
flute has a much higher frequency than a
bass guitar and we are adept enough to
easily tell the difference.

Again, as a protective mechanism, our
ears do not hear all frequencies equally
well. Low frequencies (less than 500 Hz)
are greatly attenuated while higher fre-
quencies (greater than 10,000 Hz) are also
attenuated. A sound is not described just
by loudness (intensity), but the frequency
spectra must also be described. We could
measure the intensity of each frequency to
completely describe the sound, but this
would be unwieldy. Sound levels could
also be reported in octave bands or one-
third octave bands, and this is commonly
done for research but would be difficult to
control with regulations in an urban envi-
ronment. Octave bands will be discussed
in a later ~session’.

To overcome these difficulties and still
allow complete reporting of a sound, three
basic scales have been developed. The A
scale is the way our ears respond to moder-
ate sounds, the B scale is the response
curve for more intense sound, and the C
scale is the way our ears would respond to
very loud sounds.

To be complete in reporting, a sound
level should be defined for loudness (dB)
and frequency components and this could
be accomplished by adding the total con-
tribution from each frequency band on an
A-weighted basis and reporting a single
number. This is normally done for com-
munity noise regulations, description and
measurement. Sound level analyzers typi-
cally incorporate these weighting factors
directly during measurement. Correct
reporting would be “## dB (A-weighted)”,
where ## represents a numeric value.

The above reporting is still not complete.
The duration of the sound must also be
accounted for.

DURATION
The duration that a sound occurs is very

important. A firecracker may be loud, but

COMMON OUTDOOR NOISES
Sound

Pressure
(g Pa)

Jet flyover at 300m

Sound
Pressure COMMON INDOOR NOISES
Level (dB)

— 110 RockBandatSm

Gaslawnmowerat Im

6,324,555 —

2,000,000 —

632,456 —

Diesel truck at 1 Sm

100 Inside subway train (New York]

— 90

Noisy urban — daytime

Foodblenderat 1 m

200,000 — — 80

Gas lawnmower at 30m
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Garbage disposal at 1 m
Shoutingat lm

63,246 — — 70 Vacuum cleaner at 3m
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Large business office
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632 — — 30
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Sound Fundamentals, from pagel5

lasts only a fraction of a second. Traffic sounds
may not be as intense, but are continual. To
account for the duration of the sound and allow
for the effective description of how intensity
varies with time, various descriptors are used.
Some of the more important descriptors in regard
to traffic sounds are: Lmax (1 hr); L,<~(1 hr); Leg
(1 hr); and Ldn.

In each of these descriptors, the capital L repre-
sents that each is a sound pressure level, and is an
abbreviation of SPL. Accordingly, we know the
units to be dB. For Lmi~L,~,and Leq the des-
ignation of (1 hr) shows that each is for a one-hour
time period, which is typical of standards and cri-
teria. It should be noted that any time period
could be specified. The time period for Ldn is 24
hours by definition and will be discussed later.

Lmax represents the maximum sound level that
occurs during a defined time period.
Accordingly, Lmax (1 hr) would be a descriptor
that defined the maximum sound level that
occurred during a one hour time period. For
example, “60 dB (A-weight); Lmax (1 hr)” would
completely define the sound level and represents
a one hour time period when a maximum sound
pressure level of 60 dB on an A-weighted scale
occurred.

L,,~is a statistical descriptor, where the subscript
xx represents a numeric value. The numeric
value represents the amount of time in a defined
time period that the reported level is exceeded.
For instance, a reported sound level of “60dB (A-

weight); L10 (lhr)” would mean that a sound
pressure level of 60 dB on an A-weighted scale
was exceeded 10 percent of the time in a one-
hour time period. The numeric value may be
any percentage, but L10, L50 and L90 are most
commonly used. L90 is the sound pressure level
exceeded 90 percent of the time and is common-
ly used as the background level.
L~is the equivalent sound pressure level. L~

is a single number metric that represents the value
of a non-varying tone over a defined time period
that contains the same acoustic energy as a vary-
ing tone. One might think of Leg as an average
acoustic energy descriptor. It should be noted
that the average energy is not an average of SPL
over the time period because of the logarithmic
nature of the dB. We will look at Leg in more
detail in later “classes”.

The Federal Highway Noise Abatement Criteria
are listed as L10 and Leq (but only one can be
used in a report) and will be discussed in a later
ION “class”. These descriptors have also been
used in Europe, Asia and Australia.

The descriptor Ldn, the day/night level, is by
definition a 24 hour metric. Ldn is sometimes
shown as DNL (day/night level).

1-cIn takes into
account that not only is duration important, but
the time of day the sound occurs is also impor-
tant. If your neighbor has a visitor who continues
to honk a car horn at 2 p.m., the sound may not
bother you tremendously, but at 2 am., as you
try to sleep, you might become quite annoyed.

To account for this fact, Ldn consists of hourly

L1~q(A-weighted) values, energy averaged over
the entire 24 hour period, with a 10 dB (A-
weight) penalty added for the time period from
10 p.m. to 7 a.m.. This means that to meets stan-
dard or criterion using L,j~,the sound pressure
must be 10 times lower in the nighttime hours.
The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) and the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) use Ldn-

QUESTION: If an airport has a constant sound
intensity of 65 dB (A-weight); Leq (1 hr), what per-
cent would the nighttime flights have to be
reduced to not violate an FAA criterion of 65 dB
(A-weighted); Ldn?

ANSWER: 90 percent.
SUBJECTIVITY

Until now we have discussed characteristics of
sound that may be quantified. However, individ-
uals have different responses to various sounds
and as such, whether the sound is desirable or
not is quite subjective. Rock music to one listen-
er may be a refreshing sound, but to another lis-
tener, only noise. Unwanted sound is commonly
referred to as noise.

In regard to traffic sounds, some consider the
sounds to be more intrusive than others, and
hence noise. It may not be possible to please all
highway neighbors. Even if criteria and standards
are met for highway projects, some individuals
may still be irritated by the noise. This will be dis-
cussed as we continue our “classes”.U

(To be continued in Issue No.9)

Sound and Vibration
FOR RENT
OR LEASE

Instrumentation

To help you meettoday’s capital-
spendingconstraints,we will workwith
you onwhateverit takes—Rental,Lease
or Lease Purchase — to get you the
equipment you need.

From single instrumentsto com-
plete systems,we offer Outdoor Noise
Monitors, SLM5, FFTs, Dosimeters,
RTAs, TappingMachines,Reference
SoundSources,DAT Recorders,Mul-
tiplexers, Human-BodyVibration Ana-
lyzers, Level Recorders, Micro-
phones,Calibrators, andmore.

Ourrentalandleaseplansareflex-
ible enoughto meetyour needs.Our
ratesarereasonable.And you still get
ourexpertengineeringassistance—even
paidon-sitepersonnelareavailable.

Strike adeal with us. And get on
with yourjob.

Call today.

SCANTEK INC.
916 Gist Avenue

Silver Spring, MD 20910
Tel: (301)495-7738 FAX 7739

t~11 ~ /12 112 Al /IJ~® Advancing the Standard
in the Mitigation of Highway Traffic Noise

Doesn’t common sense
tell you that sound-

absorptive noise barriers
are a better solution to

controlling highway
traffic noise than
reflective walls?
Think about iL...

State DOTs have installed
over 2,000,000 sq. ft.

SOUNDTRAP® is a cement-based, moldable, light weight and highly sound
absorptive material that can be produced in a variety of aesthetictexturesand
colors at a price that is competitive with reflective noise barriers. With an NRC of
0.95 and SIC of 40, SOUNDIRAP exceeds state highway specifications.

SOUNDTRAP integrates well with highway department noise wall designs.
Those precasters in the reflective barrier/wall business who wish to participate in
advancing the standard for noise barriers should call us for a SOUNDTRAP
brochure. Acoustical consultants and highway transportation engineers should
contact us for information, brochures and technical support to properly integrate
SOUNDTRAP into their noise wall designs.

CONCRETE SOLUTIONS, INC.
3300 Bee Cave Road, Suite 650, Austin, Texas 78746

Tel: 512327-8481 Fax: 512327-5111
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STATE OF WISCONSIN
DEPARTMENT OF

TRANSPORTATION
DIVISION OF HIGHWAYS

The Wisconsin Department of
Transportation

is Seeking Proposals from
interested Vendors for

Prequalification of Noise Barriers
for the

Department’s Certification
Method of Acceptance Program

Vendors should obtain the pre-
qualification packet containing the
requirements to be met from:

Noel Gaudette
Wisconsin Department of

Transportation
C.O. Materials - Materials Center

3502 Kinsman Boulevard
Madison, WI 53704

Phone: (608) 246-5388

This packet will contain:

1. Appendices specifying require-
ments which must be met to pre-
qualify a noise barrier.

2. Form EL8(R) Product Evaluation.

3. Sample plans describing a free-
way segment for which a noise bar-
rier design must be submitted for the
products to be prequalified and a
sample plan for a bridge within the
freeway segment. The design must
show methods of attaching the barri-
er to the existing bridge.

Interested parties are encouraged to
submit an application as soon as
they have evidence of satisfactory
compliance with required tests. To
be considered for a specific letting
the application must be received not
later than fifteen weeks prior to the
specific letting for which the vendor
wishes to supply the noise barrier.

By order of:

Fred R. Ross, P.E.
Administrator

Division of Highways

* DURABLE
50 year life cycle.

If this is the first copy of The Wall Journal you have received, welcome.
This is your introductory copy. If you find 1 he Journal interesting,

and would like to receive further issues,
please read about Reader Registration on page 19,

It is important that you register your wish to continue your readership,
since we are in the process of updating our mailing database.

Your name, and 49 other new names,
have just replaced 50 non-registrants.

Wehope you will stay with us.

“I_I

The Environmentally Sound Way
To Make Your World More Quiet

* ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS
Utilizes up to 250,000 lbs. of scraptires
perbarrier mile.

* AESTHETICALLY PLEASING
A variety of designsand colors
are available.

* SUPERIOR SOUND BLOCKAGE * EASY INSTALLATION
SoundTransmissionClass(S.T.C.) of 36 Lightweight, preassembled
for effectivenoisereduction, panels.

* GRAFFITI-RESISTANT

The Carsonlte® Sound Barrier meets and exceeds the guidelines set for noise
reductIon coefficient, noise absorption, and wind loads, required by AASHTO

and State Departments of Transportation for sound barrier wails.

For More information Call:

1-800-648-7974
CARSONITE INTERNATIONAL

1301 Hot Springs Road, Carson City, NV 89706

(702) 883-5104 Fax: (702) 883-0525
© 1993 carsonee International • At Rights Reserved 30-TwJ07-93
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If Your Soundwa!ls Fee! Like This To You

J
You’dBetterLook Into MonoWall

If you are a buyer, engineer, installing contractor, or precaster, you can
profit from the new, patented MONOWALL design, because it eliminates
many traditional costs and offers a wide range of appearance options.
Each MONOWALL module integrates a post-and-panel, rotatable Joint and
‘stackability’ to create straight-line, pier-supported walls as well as the
lower cost free-standing. undulating walls. Since the modules are identical
above grade, the two types can be joined to optimize costs on variable
width right-of-ways, or to circumvent obstacles, or to improve the appear-
ance of very long walls.

PICKETT WALL SYSTEMS INCORPORATED
4028 North Ocean Drive, Hollywood FL 33019 (305) 927-1529
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TrafficNoiseCAD for
Intergraph’s Micro Station
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> capture x and y coordinates from plan sheets.
> capture x, y and z from on-screenMicroStation

designfile drawings (or import other CAD files).
> view drawings of files in plan, elevationand 3-D.
> fill in non-coordinate data in pop-up dialog boxes

--scroll and page for easydata review and editing.
> grab and stretchbarrier top points in elevationview.
> graphically assignalpha and shielding factors by

pointing and clicking at receiversand roadways.
> write the complete STAMINA file without using external editors by making a simple menu choice.
> read, graphically display, edit and rewrite existing STAMINA files, quickly, easily and completely.
> grab and movepoints while automatically moving attributes suchas descriptors and elevations.
> insert or deleteroadway, barrier and receiver points and their attributes,
> split or combine roadwaysor barriers and keeptrack of traffic data and alpha and shielding factors.
> changedescriptor size or orientation on the drawing for optimal display.
> runSTAMINA from within MicroStation, and
> read the STAMINA output file and display overall Leqor roadway segmentcontribution data on the drawing.

Bowiby & Associates,Inc., 2014 Broadway, Suite 210, Nashville,TN 37203-2425. Phone: (615) 327-8130,Fax: (615) 327-8137.
Also, contact us about our Advanced Traffic Noise Modeling short courseon August 9-13, 1993,and our STAMINA/OPTIMA software.
MicroStation is aregisteredtrademarkof Bentley Systems,Inc. Intergraphis a registeredtrademarkof IntergraphCorporation.
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